
Welcome!  

It’s a ‘Welcome Back!’ for so many of you, 

parents, swimmers and grandparents! But for 

others, this will be their first of the season. 

Welcome! 

I want to take this opportunity to thank the 

invaluable people who made our trial session run 

so smoothly – Jennifer and Ryan in the balcony 

and Joanie, Mike, Jennifer G, and Ryan. But the 

best helpers of all were our senior swimmers, 

especially Lexie, Anna, Maria, Alice and Hazel 

who sacrificed some of their own swimming time 

and then stayed extra time to guide the potential 

rookies! This was an amazing intake, we drew 

almost 45 trials. And as you have witnessed, it 

takes a village! We appreciate all the help! ☺ 

2019 Training Teams Update 

This fall the teams are a big larger than we are 

used to! Kuddos to all of our coaches 

managing to juggle the trials with the 

returners. In case you haven’t seen this grid 

enough, I’m adding it to the newsletter as 

well. Share with the kids so they have an idea 

of who should be in the pool with them.  

 

 

Nova Tech Explosion 2018 – Coach chat! 

 

Outdoor meet, East Coast Games, Quispamsis, NB. 
June 2018 
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 Dorados Training Teams 2019-20 
 

  

  LEMON LIME GREEN AQUA BLUE BLACK   

          

  Wyatt Elias Anneka Aislynn Duncan Alice   

  Elizabeth Gracie Max Keagan Braydon Anna   

  Molly Lucas Eric Cole Becca Hazel   

  Glen Ryan Liam Haileigh Stephen Ryan Lexie   

  Chanel Ryleigh Maggie Julia B Kaj     

  Alicia Gianna Georgia Martin Henry Maria     

  Lyla H Brenna Tom B Geri Sam     

  Nico Allie Charlie Alayah Wade     

  Carley L Amelie PJ Cammy Warren     

  Annie M Clara Beth Carl Olivia Winston     

  Lyla P Sarah Clark Tyra Sophie     

  Carly R Ava Sh Kinley Nick Allison     

  Ana Khaled Kendall Nate  Gideon     

  Austin    Rainah Ming Ava     

  Kate   Neil Sophia B        

  Dougal   Ben Luke       

  Clara   Julia C SophRay       

      Logan Kayleigh       

      Thomas G Sophie H       

      Katie L Frank       

      Colton Stella       

        Kahlaya       

        Kassie       

        Patrick       

        Brayden       

  17 13 21 25 14 4   

                
  

2018 Summer Break and 

Recap! 

Summers on Cape Breton Island are short but 

sweet. As a quick recap to what happened at the 

end of the 2018-19 season until now, here’s the 

list; 

Left - A visit from Olympian Brittany MacLean at 

Explosion 2018. 



 

Quispamsis – East Coast 

Games 
Outdoor pool. Sunshine. Medals. Relays. 

That should cover all of the details. ;) We went to 

the games with a small but mighty group of a 

dozen swimmers, not expecting much for personal 

bests. The pool is cold. The drive is long. The sun 

is exhausting. But we took more hardware than 

Gid could carry! A hearty high-five to those who 

successfully completed the races. Period.  

  

  

 

 

Mik’maw Games 

Here’s a shout out to all of our Dorados swimmers 

who participated in the 2019 Nova Scotia 

Mik’maw Games! We had 6 swimmers under 16 

years of age and even a parent participant! 

Congrats to Wade, Alayah, Cammy, PJ, Gideon, 

Geri and Kristen. They earned numerous medals 

and top places.   

 

ATLANTIC Cup 

For all of our qualifying athletes, the last meet of 

the season was into the summer! These 9 athletes 

competed at the provincial level in Saint John, NB 

….in July. Lexie managed to outlast the field and 

compete head to head in the 50 freestyle 

eliminator….beating competitors 3x in a row! 

Alice made the Open final in the breaststroke. 

Anna competed in the Open Water 2k at 

Meenan’s Cove Beach; gorgeous morning, perfect 

temperature water and excellent finish. 

Congratulations all around with personal best 

swims from everyone.   

 

 



Always….Training for Tokyo 
Training for Tokyo is a program that we 

established back in 2015 to account for all of those 

amazing meters the children swim in practice 

every single day. The goal was to metaphorically, 

swim our way to the Olympics next year in Tokyo. 

So far the distances have been increasing by leaps 

and bounds given the team growth and the data 

collection. WE want to GET TO TOKYO. Please 

remind your child to sign the log book, on the desk 

at Kiwanis and the table at Northside, and add 

their distance if they can recall it. 

The numbers so far look like this: 

2015   1347825 

2016   1810747 

2017   2559575 

2018   2979825 

For a total distance of 8697972 m or 8698 km. 

FALL UPCOMING 

EVENTS 
Date Event 

Nov 3, 2019 – Please 
reply to EMAIL  

Nova Tech #1, 
Wilson Aquatic 

Center, Truro 

Dec 8, 2019 – 
EMAIL reply   

Nova Tech #2, 
Kiwanis Pool, 

Sydney 

Saturday, Dec 14, 
2019 – ONLY 

AG Candy Cane 
Meet, Truro  

DECEMBER 21, 

2019 – UPDATED  

Holiday Scavenger 

Hunt, Joan Harriss 
Cruise Pavillion 

Dec Holiday, 2019 Fly Camp – sessions 
and cost, yet to be 

determined  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REMINDERS:  

October 31 is Halloween! We will not have 

practice at Kiwanis.  

October 18th is the first Northside Friday 

practice and we will be hosting a Mini – Meet. 

This will be a teaching evening to walk both 

swimmers and parents through the process of 

a swim meet. Please bring all of your 

questions with you!  

 

 

 

 



Coach’s Corner 

Starting the season, we understand that there is a ton of information coming your way! We also 

understand that while the children are loving the time in the water, it can take a little while before 

they feel confident navigating the deck space, lane space and the workload. This year the Dorados 

training system is new for over 30 kids, so we’re trying to be very patient. But the challenges will 

come eventually and the season has already begun! These intelligent little people have already 

grown in skills enough to accomplish 500-1500m per practice. They’ve already learned to  

❖ control their breathing,  

❖ be aware of their arms, and aware of their directional propulsion, 

❖ developed some muscle strength, especially in their legs, 

❖  become more comfortable in the water all around. 

It’s a steady climb but they are doing the work. The first meet will be a steep learning curve as well. 

They will be expected to compete in 4 or 5 events, all focusing on the freestyle, backstroke and 

flutter kick that they have been practicing. And as we head to the meet in Truro, we need to spend 

the next couple of weeks getting them very comfortable with all of the routine.  

On swim team, routine plays a big role! Routine allows everyone to understand the expectations 

and (helps to) eliminate the scary unknowns. We follow the same basic flow every practice; 

activate, chat, warmup, work, cleanup. Now that October is well underway, we want YOU to also 

understand the expectations so the practices run smoothly and the time in the water is 

MAXIMIZED! Here is a quick list that I think parents need to remember;  

Coach Joanie says…. Please come prepared. Goggles that fit are a must! I’d love it if every parent 

came down to use the goggles with the sharp nose pieces, the loose straps, the hard eyepieces, the 

ones that leak every time the kids go under water. Then they would know the torment! We are 

trying to teach them, but all of these goggle issues are UNCOMFORTABLE and VERY 

DISTRACTING. Invest in ones that work for your child, and if you don’t know…. ASK. 

Coach Matt says…. Please arrive at the proper time. We place the children in the best lanes for 

them and we’d like to have everyone doing the same thing in the lane at the same time. It’s safer 

and faster to organize!  

Coach Ryan says…Come out of the locker rooms at the appropriate time and be ready with all of 

your gear. The conversation starts when they arrive, so people waiting in the locker room miss 

important info and social time, then waste the water time talking. If you have to check the pool bin 

for goggles, chances are you’ll be distracted and unproductive during practice. There are 24 kids in 

3 lanes most days, come prepared and be on time. Earlier is much better than later.  

Coach Dan says… Make the most of your time! We provide the most hours we can and we need to 

use all of the water time productively. Stopping in the middle of the pool and distracting your lane 

mates doesn’t help anyone. You only get so many hours each week – make them count.     

Here’s to an amazing year! - Coach Stacy 
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